In the medieval Islamic world, many scholars engaged in astronomy composed books on astrolabe, especially treatises on how to operate it (called "Treatises on the Operation of the Astrolabe") such as Book of the Astrolabe (Kitāb al-Asṭurlāb) by Kūshyār ibn Labbān (fl. second half of the tenth century CE); however, most of them had similar contents. One might ask why these scholars sought to write their own treatises of this kind, even though they differed little from existing works on the subject? To answer this question, I compare Kūshyār's Book of the Astrolabe (Kitāb al-Asṭurlāb) and Athīr al-Dīn al-Abharī's (d. 1262 or 1265) Treatise on Knowing the Astrolabe (Risāla fī maʿrifat al-Asṭurlāb), which was written under the strong influence of Kūshyār's Book: a comparison between them reveals that they presupposed the use of their own astrolabes. This analysis shows that many Arabic treatises on the operation of the astrolabe had their novelty at least guaranteed by the uniqueness of a specific astrolabe presupposed by each author. 
Introduction
The astrolabe was one of the most popular astronomical instruments in the medieval Islamic world, and many scholars who were engaged in astronomy composed books on it. In these works, they described not only how to make and improve it, but also explained the geometrical principles necessary for its construction. In particular, treatises on how to operate it (normally called Risālāt fī al-ʿamal bi-'l-asṭurlāb, "Treatises on the Operation of the Astrolabe") were written by quite a few scholars, including Muḥammad ibn 2 On Arabic manuscripts of this work see Appendix A of this paper, where I also discuss the title of this work, the textual relationship between these manuscripts, and how to establish the text by using them. In this paper, I establish the text by using the four oldest manuscripts from Family α: MSS G, A, P1, and S. When some manuscripts have a different reading, I record it at the bottom of the text with the sigla defined in Appendix A, i. • Section one: on indispensable matters among the subjects (in twentyfour chapters)
• Section two: on the remaining subjects rarely needed (in twelve chapters)
• Section three: on examining the parts, circles, and lines and [on] knowing the rectification of their defects (in twelve chapters)
• Section four: on constructing the astrolabe (in twelve chapters). • Chapter sixteen: on knowing the rising-times of the zodiacal signs in the terrestrial equator and in the region assumed on the plate 6 The celestial latitude of the Sun at the moment of the observation. 7
‫عنها‬ ‫يستغنى‬ ‫لا‬ ‫الأبواب‬ ‫من‬ ‫ّات‬ ‫مهم‬ ‫في‬ ‫ّل‬ ‫الأو‬ ‫الفصل‬ ‫الندرة‬ ‫في‬ ‫إليها‬ ‫حتاج‬ ‫ي‬ ‫أبواب‬ ‫بقية‬ ‫في‬ ‫الثاني‬ ‫الفصل‬
The calibration of the astrolabe's plates. 8
The twelve astrological places on the ecliptic; on the concept "place" in the astrological context, see Charles Burnett, Keiji Yamamoto, and Michio Yano eds., Al-Qabisi ̄ (Alcabitius): the Introduction to Astrology (London: The Warburg Institute, 2004), 47, footnote 31. 9
The Sun's altitude at midday. 10 The day-arc or the night-arc is the amount of the rotation of a celestial object during a day or a night.
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• Chapter seventeen: on knowing the transfer of the rising-times' degrees into equal degrees11
• 
The structure of the K-Book suggests that Kūshyār aims to write a comprehensive work on the astrolabe: a detailed explanation of its parts and plates (introduction), basic and non-basic operations (sections one and two), how to maintain it (section three), and how to draw lines on the plates (section four). However, the majority of the treatises on the operation of the astrolabe cover only an explanation of its parts and plates and its essential operations, just like the contents found in the introduction and section one of K-Book. As a result, every treatise has similar contents. Thus, one might ask why these scholars sought to write their own treatises of this kind, even though their content differed little from that of existing works on the subject. In this paper, I will focus on Athīr al-Dīn al-Mufaḍḍal ibn ʿUmar ibn alMufaḍḍal al-Samarqandī al-Abharī's (d. 1262 or 1265) Treatise on Knowing the Astrolabe (Risāla fī maʿrifat al-Asṭurlāb), a hitherto unstudied work, to answer the above question. As will be elucidated, this treatise is written under the strong influence of K-Book. Thus, by comparing the two works, I will illustrate how Abharī composes his work by using K-Book, and will show his purpose of writing it, which will lead to clarifying the raison d'être of many treatises on the operation of the astrolabe in the medieval Islamic world.
Athīr al-Dīn al-Mufaḍḍal ibn ʿUmar ibn al-Mufaḍḍal al-Samarqandī al-Abharī
Abharī14 was especially known as an author of philosophical works such as Īsāghūjī (an introduction to Aristotelian logic)15 and Hidāyat al-ḥikma (a summary of Aristotelian philosophy).16 His philosophical books became popular, and many scholars wrote commentaries on them. He was also known as a famous teacher on philosophy, having many disciples, Chapter one is an introduction to the names of parts and plates of the astrolabe with brief explanations of what they are. In the rest of the chapters, the author explains how to operate the instrument for solving specific problems.
The headings of chapters two to fourteen impress on us that they are very similar to those of the chapters in K-Book, section one, in terms of their order and wording. By comparing the texts of A-Treatise and K-Book, we realize that the core of A-Treatise, chapters two to fourteen is a copy from K-Book, section one, although he never mentions the source. To clarify Abharī's dependence on K-Book, I will present the whole of chapter two of A-Treatise with its source, namely the entire text of K-Book, section one, chapter one: [3] If we wonder whether the altitude is eastern or western, we pause for a little while after taking the altitude, and then we take the altitude again. If the second altitude increases, the first altitude is eastern; if the second altitude decreases, the first altitude is western. This question does not occur except when the Sun or a star is in the vicinity of the midday. [4] If we want the utmost altitude of the Sun or a star, we take its altitude, in the condition that it is in the vicinity of the midday, moment after moment. So when we find it beginning to decrease, the altitude that is before it is the utmost altitude.
[4] If we want the utmost altitude, we observe the Sun or a star until, when it is in the vicinity of the midday, that is, it is approaching it, we take its altitude moment after moment. So when we see it beginning to decrease, the altitude adjacent to it beforehand is the utmost altitude. 
‫بالقرب‬ ‫كان‬ ‫إذا‬ ‫ّى‬ ‫حت‬ ‫الـكوكب‬ ‫أو‬ ‫الشمس‬ This example illustrates that chapter two is a copy of K-Book, section one, chapter one with some modification. Especially, the first part of [2] ("If a day is cloud" vs. "If the day is cloud") shows Abharī's strong dependence on Kūshyār's text. First, this sentence written by Kūshyār must be "in kāna yawm ghayman," not "in kāna yawm ghaym," where he fails to make ghaym accusative owing to kāna. And the expression of ghaym is odd in this context because this term means "cloud"; he should use ghāʾim, which denotes "cloudy." But Abharī copies this awkward sentence with this grammatical mistake.20 On the other hand, Abharī sometimes modifies the source text. In the last sentence of [3] ("This question does not occur except when the Sun or a star is . . ."), he changes its structure from ". . . does not occur . . . except when . . .(wa-lā yaqaʿu . . . illā idhā . . .)" to ". . . only occurs when . . . (innamā yaqaʿu . . . idhā . . .)." Moreover, he puts additional information in the last parts of [1] and [2] .
In each of chapters two to fourteen, Abharī utilizes a chapter (or two chapters) of K-Book, section one. The following is the list of K-Book, section one's chapters from which Abharī copies the text:
• A-Treatise, chapter two: K-Book, section one, chapter one; • A-Treatise, chapter three: K-Book, section one, chapter two; • A-Treatise, chapter four: K-Book, section one, chapters six and seven; • A-Treatise, chapter five: K-Book, section one, chapter nine; • A-Treatise, chapter six: K-Book, section one, chapter fourteen; • A-Treatise, chapter seven: K-Book, section one, chapter fifteen; • A-Treatise, chapter nine: K-Book, section one, chapter eighteen; • A-Treatise, chapter ten: K-Book, section one, chapter ten; • A-Treatise, chapter eleven: K-Book, section one, chapter thirteen; • A-Treatise, chapter twelve: K-Book, section one, chapter twenty-two; • A-Treatise, chapter thirteen: K-Book, section one, chapter twenthy-three; • A-Treatise, chapter fourteen: K-Book, section one, chapter twenty-four.
The above list shows Abharī's skipping K-Book, section one, chapters three to five, eight, eleven, twelve, and nineteen to twenty-one. It is remarkable that while Kūshyār gathers basic operations in section one entitled "on indispensable matters," Abharī further chooses fundamental ones from them.
According to Abharī's aim of selecting essential operations, the omission of chapter twenty (on how to draw the meridian line) is reasonable, because Kūshyār does not use the astrolabe in it. Among the rest of the deleted chapters, we find that Kūshyār explains similar problems in chapters two to five and eight: on operating for the adjustment of degrees (e.g., the Sun's degree) not fitting the calibration of the astrolabic plate. His removal of them suggests that he thinks that the adjustment is not essential. And chapters eleven and twelve can be classified in one category: on operating concerning the fixed stars; this category might contain chapter nineteen, where Kūshyār determines the rising of dawn and the setting of dusk by using the pointer of a fixed star. In their omission, we detect his hesitation in keeping subjects on the fixed stars as fundamental, although he mentions two operations using a fixed star's pointer in chapters three and four.
In some chapters of A-Treatise, Abharī uses a part of the source chapter(s), while skipping some topics not relevant (or fundamental) to A-Treatise. For example, he composes chapter four from K-Book, section one, chapters six and seven, and omits the last two topics of chapter seven: how to determine the degrees of the equal hours from the altitude of a celestial object and how to determine the seasonal hours by using special curves engraved on a type of alidade; in chapter eight, he utilizes K-Book, section one, chapters sixteen and seventeen, and he skips the case of the equatorial region; in chapter nine, he copies the most part of K-Book, section one, chapter eighteen, but he deletes the last topic: on how to determine the rotation of the celestial sphere from the Sun's rising until the transfer of years; in chapter ten, he skips Kūshyār's explanation about the fact that the astrolabe only gives the Sun's declination approximately; in chapter eleven, he copies the first part of K-Book, section one, chapter thirteen, but skips the second part, where Kūshyār presents how to know the terrestrial latitude from the altitude of a fixed star; and in chapters thirteen and fourteen, he uses K-Book, section one, chapters twenty-three and twenty-four, respectively, but in each chapter he omits Kūshyār's explanation of his operation by using a diagram.
As shown above, Abharī made his own "Treatises on the Operation of the Astrolabe" by selecting topics from K-Book, section one. Moreover, he sometimes inserts extra information not found in Kūshyār's text. A-Treatise, chapter twelve contains an interesting example of his addition and heavy editorial efforts.
Of the two chapters on shadows in K-Book, section one, namely chapters twenty-one and twenty-two, Abharī skips twenty-one (on knowing the shadow length from the altitude) in his treatise, but he uses twenty-two (on knowing the beginning of the Aṣr and its end) in his chapter twelve. Since he omits the explanation of how to obtain the shadow length from the Sun's altitude by using the astrolabe given in K-Book, section one, twenty-one, he expands a part of Kūshyār's text of twenty-two. The following is the whole of A-Treatise, chapter twelve as well as K-Book, section one, twenty-two: Here he tries to keep the consistency of Kūshyār's text in his treatise by adding information on how to obtain the shadow length from the altitude degrees and vice versa; however, he skips the last part of twenty-two, probably because of its being not relevant to his work. Another example is found in A-Treatise, chapter five, in the beginning of which we also detect Abharī's addition to the text of K-Book, section one, chapter nine, as follows:
A-Treatise, chapter fivea K-Book, section one, chapter nineb
You put the ascendant degree on the eastern horizon. So among the degrees of the zodiacal signs, that which has fallen on the line of the mid-heaven, i.e., the upper half of the meridian line, is the beginning of the tenth place.
When the ascendant degree is put on the eastern horizon, the degree falling on the line of the mid-heaven is the beginning of the tenth place.
That which has fallen on the western horizon is the beginning of the seventh [place].
The degree falling on the western horizonc is the beginning of the seventh place. That which has fallen on the line of the cardine of the earth, i.e., the lower half of the meridian line, is the beginning of the fourth place.
The degree falling on the line of the cardine of the earth is the beginning of the fourth place.
These are the four cardines.
These four places are the cardines. This quotation shows that in chapter one, he does not introduce the line of the mid-heaven and the line of the cardine of the earth, so he needs to define them when mentioning them for the first time. Moreover, a comparison between the two texts on the two central lines makes clear that unlike chapters two to fourteen, he writes their explanations without using Kūshyār's text; in fact, his terminology "the line of the equatorial region" is different from "the eastwest line" found in K-Book. Thus, we must ask: Why does he compose a new explanation of astrolabic parts? To elucidate his aim, I will next compare the introduction of astrolabic parts by Abharī and that by Kūshyār.
A striking difference between them is found in their texts on the horizon circle and the almucantars, as follows: The horizon circle is the circle passing through the two intersection points between the equator and the line of the equatorial region. The almucantars are the circles above the earth.
The almucantar circles are the circles drawn on the plates around point C; some of them are complete circles, whereas others are incomplete; between them, the numbers of their degrees are written according to the astrolabe's calibration: if it is a one-sixth The first of these almucantar circles is the eastern and western horizon,a and "east" and "west" are written on it. The almucantars adjacent to the eastern horizon towards the meridian line are the eastern almucantars, and the When describing the almucantars, Abharī only indicates their place, whereas Kūshyār gives more detailed information about them and mentions several types of plates with different calibrations. In this part, Abharī's text is shorter than Kūshyār's just like in A-Treatise chapters two to fourteen, but Abharī writes it in his own words. What is remarkable in his wording is that we can detect the necessity for the readers to refer to an astrolabe. Here he only denotes the position of the almucantars with respect to the earth, i.e., the horizontal circle; if the readers do not have an astrolabe, his definition would not make any sense to them. As for the text by Kūshyār, we must note that he sets the almucantars around point C. In this context, point C means the point of ninety degrees23 given on the zenith, but this point is not always marked by C in every astrolabe. That is because the plate of each astrolabe is designed individually, so only some astrolabes have a plate marked with C. Kūshyār's usage of point C impresses on us that, while he refers to several types of astrolabe, he supposes in K-Book a plate having point C. Moreover, in his description of the horizon circle, he mentions the East and West marks; these are also not always engraved on every plate, so his reference to them shows that the plate he is thinking of has particular marks for East and West. These three marks confirm that he composes the introduction to the astrolabic parts with respect to a specific astrolabe at his disposal.
On the other hand, we find that "the column (ʿamūd) of Aries and Libra," one of Abharī's parts, is not mentioned in K-Book. Abharī explains it, as follows:
. ‫والميزان‬ ‫حمل‬ ‫ال‬ ‫عمود‬ ‫ّى‬ ‫يسم‬ ‫والميزان‬ ‫حمل‬ ‫ال‬ ‫نقطتي‬ ‫على‬ ‫العنكبوت‬ ‫يقطع‬ ‫الذي‬ ‫والعمود‬ (The column cutting the rete at the two points Aries and Libra is called the supporter of Aries and Libra.)
This description indicates that it is a part of the rete between the vernal equinox point and the autumnal equinox point; however, this part is not always found in every rete, since there exist various types of rete according to their designs. Thus, Abharī's inclusion of it confirms that he supposes a specific rete that has it, while Kūshyār's rete probably does not contain it.
The contents of A-Treatise, chapter one, and K-Book, introduction, show that Abharī and Kūshyār have their specific astrolabes in mind when introducing astrolabic parts: while Kūshyār's astrolabe has the marks of C, east, and west, without a supporter of the rete, Abharī's astrolabe does not have these three marks, but has the supporter. That their supposed astrolabes are different can be detected in both works after the introductory part. For example, K-Book, chapter two, gives an example of how to obtain the Sun's altitude with the astrolabe, as follows:24 (For example: on a plate for the latitude thirty-six degrees, we suppose the [Sun's] altitude at that time to be twenty-four degrees east, and suppose the Sun's degree to be Taurus twelve degrees.25 Then we put Taurus twelve degrees on the twenty-four degrees almucantar,26 so we find Gemini at eighteen degrees on the eastern horizon. We call it the ascendant degree.
If this altitude is, for example, the altitude of Aquila, we put its pointer on the twenty-four degrees almucantar. So we find Capricorn at twenty-two degrees on the eastern horizon. We call this the ascendant degree). Here he uses a plate designed for the latitude of thirty-six degrees, which corresponds to the place of his activity, Rayy. Thus, in this example he clearly refers to his specific astrolabe. Moreover, the setting out of the example suggests that the almucantars of his astrolabe are calibrated at six degrees, which means that he has a one-sixth astrolabe.27
As already shown, in A-Treatise, chapter two, Abharī uses K-Book, section one, chapter one; however, he deletes this example. It seems odd because his treatise is aimed to present fundamental operations of the astrolabe, so a specific example like this will help the readers to understand the process of operation. Thus, his omission indicates that this example is not applicable to his astrolabe designed for a latitude other than thirty-six degrees.
The comparison of their contents illustrates that both of them presuppose the use of their own astrolabes throughout the works. Suggested by the table of contents of K-Book, however, Kūshyār tries to compose a treatise that applies to a wider context than his specific astrolabe. In fact, he mentions several features found in other astrolabes: in the introduction, he mentions various types of astrolabe such as the one-sixth astrolabe; in section one, chapter seven, he describes a type of alidade engraved with curves denoting seasonal hours, although they are not included in the introduction; in section one, twenty-one, he introduces the two types of shadow unit, digits and feet, and he explains how one knows which unit is used in his astrolabe. These examples confirm his tendency of composing a comprehensive work, which led his work to be one of the most popular treatises on the operation of the astrolabe in the medieval Islamic world.
Unlike Kūshyār, Abharī never mentions another type of astrolabe; when copying K-Book, section one, chapter seven, he omits the topic of the special curves on a type of alidade. As for the two units of shadow, he skips the whole of K-Book, section one, twenty-one, and when using the shadow length for determining the Aṣr, he supposes digits as the unit without giving any note on the other unit feet. His selection of topics from K-Book impresses on us that he limits the explanation to the astrolabe at his disposal.
The above analysis shows the reason why Abharī rewrites an explanation of astrolabic parts: since he presupposes an astrolabe different from Kūshyār's, he cannot use Kūshyār's text, and writes the introduction afresh. As regards the operations, most of them are relevant to any astrolabe, so he duplicates a part of Kūshyār's text with some editorial changes for adjusting the extracted words to his own astrolabe. His editorial work illustrates that every single astrolabe has a distinct design that leads a scholar write a new handbook. Although the major part of A-Treatise is a copy of K-Book, it is original because Abharī writes it for his own astrolabe.
In the medieval Islamic world, scholars proposed many innovations on the astrolabe, and instrument makers made a number of astrolabes with new layouts. As a result, each astrolabe had distinctive features, so theoretically every astrolabe needed its own handbook. Indeed, many Islamic scholars wrote treatises on the operation of the astrolabe, and these treatises would obviously have been useless without reference to an astrolabe. As the case of Abharī's treatise reveals, many Arabic treatises had their novelty at least guaranteed by the uniqueness of the specific astrolabe that each author had at his disposal.
Appendix A: Arabic Manuscripts of Kūshyār's Book of the Astrolabe
The Arabic manuscripts of K-Book at my disposal are the following thirteen manuscripts (in the order of the dates of their copying; the first letter is the siglum of each manuscript):
G: Istanbul, Yeni Cami MS 784, folios 362b-376b (copied around the sixth century AH)28
The copy was written in naskh without vocalization. As Krause notes, the last three folios have damage in the lower part. The copyist did not enter any correction. The chapter headings, tables, and diagrams are in rubric.
A: Istanbul, Ayasofya MS 2671, folios 80b-103a (copied in 621 AH = 1224/5 CE)29
The copy was written in naskh with occasional vocalization. The copyist entered a few corrections in the margin. The chapter headings are in rubric. 
S: Istanbul, Ayasofya MS 2672, folios 37b-54b (copied in 684 AH=1285/6 CE)31
The copy was written in naskh without vocalization. The copyist collated it with the exemplar as well as with another copy; he entered many corrections in the margin (frequently with the mark "correct ‫")صح(‬ or "another copy ‫.)")ح(‬ 
P2: Paris, Bibliothèque nationale de France, MS arabe 5972, folios 2b-36b (copied in 1641 AG=1329 CE)32
The copy was written in naskh without vocalization (except a few tanwīns). The copyist collated it with the exemplar as well as with another copy; he entered many corrections in the margin (frequently with the mark "correct ‫")صح(‬ or "another copy ‫;)")ح(‬ moreover, he added a long extract from another copy on folios 30b-31b.
C: Dublin, Chester Beatty Library MS Ar. 5254, folios 163a-186b (copied around the tenth century CE)33
The copy was written in naskh with occasional vocalization. The copyist collated it with the exemplar as well as with another copy; he entered many corrections in the margin (sometimes with the mark "correct ‫")صح(‬ or "another copy ‫.)")نح(‬
Te: Tehran, Tehran University MS 2092, folios 3b-25b (copied in 1057 AH = 1647/ 8 CE)34
The copy was written in naskh without vocalization. The copyist entered a few corrections in the margin (sometimes with the mark "correct ‫.)")ص(‬
Se: Istanbul, Selim Aga MS 730, folios 23b-42a (copied in 1107 AH = 1695/6 CE)35
The copy was written in naskh without vocalization. The copyist did not copy section four. He entered a few corrections in the margin (sometimes with the mark "correct ‫.)")ص(‬ The names of astrolabic parts in the introduction are in rubric; the chapter numbers are in rubric.
Ma: Qom, Mashhad Astan Quds MS 5529, pp. 7-21 (copied around the eleventh century AH)36
The copy was written in naskh without vocalization. The copyist copied the text in the framed space as well as in the margin. He did not enter any corrections. 37 The copy was written in naskh without vocalization. The copyist entered several corrections in the margin (sometimes with the mark "correct ‫.)")صح(‬
M1: Tehran, Malik MS 2242, folios 26b-44b (copied around the eleventh century AH)

Y: Princeton, Princeton University Library MS (Yehuda collection) 1168, folios 69b-91b (copied around the twelfth century AH)38
The copy was written in naskh without vocalization. The copyist entered many corrections in the margin.
M2: Tehran, Malik MS 3455, pp. 320-378 (no date)
The copy was written in naskh without vocalization. The copyist entered some corrections in the margin.
Mu: Mumbay, Mulla Firuz MS 86, folios 2b-33b (no date)39
The copy was written in naskh without vocalization. The copyist entered quite a few corrections in the margin (sometimes with the mark "correct ‫.)")صح(‬ From catalogue entries,40 the following Arabic manuscripts are also known as witnesses of this book, although I could not examine them: Since the beginning and ending of the text do not include its title, this work has not a definitive title. As far as I know, none of the manuscripts gives the title except MS P1, where the copyist adds the above-mentioned front page containing the title "Book of the Astrolabe." Thus, I use it as the title.
As for the textual relationship between these manuscripts, there are two families according to the contents of section one, chapters fifteen to seventeen: The variant readings show the proximity of MS A to MS P1 against MSS G and S. Here we must remark that section four, chapters ten to eleven are missing in MSS G, S, C, and M2; this confirms the closeness of MS G and MS S. Since the tables of contents of MSS G and M2 after the introduction indicate section four "in ten chapters,"46 while those of MSS S and C mention section four "in twelve chapters,"47 the original of section four obviously had twelve chapters just like in MSS A, P1, and so on. Therefore, I will give priority to the readings from the group of MSS A and P1. As one can see from the beginning, the copy is very similar to MS F. By comparing MSS F and Ca, I cannot find any significant variant between them.
I also found a copy of a recession of this work, described below. The alidade is that which is on the back of the mater. It has two pointed edges. There are two sighting vanes erecting on it, each of which has a small hole.
The altitude degrees are the ninety degrees on one side of the cord; sometimes there are two quadrants on both sides of the cord, each of which is divided into ninety degrees.
The shadow degrees are the degrees in the quadrant opposite to the altitude degrees on the back of the mater.
The two lines cutting each other on the plates: As for that which is extended from the cord and halves the plate, it is the meridian line; the half [of the line] next to the cord is called the line of the midheaven, and the other half is [called] the line of the cardine of the earth. As for that which halves this line perpendicularly at the center of the plate, it is the east-west line.
The three circles on the plates: the smallest is the circuit of the head of Cancer; the middle is the circuit of the heads of Aries and Libra; and the largest is the circuit of Capricorn.
The almucantar circles are the circles drawn on the plates around point C; some of them are complete circles, whereas others are incomplete; between them, the numbers of their degrees are written according to the astrolabe's calibration: if it is a one-sixth [astrolabe], every six degrees are [written] ; if it is a one-third, every three degrees are [written] ; if it is a half, every two degrees are [written] ; and if it is a complete [astrolabe], every degree is [written] .
The first of these almucantar circles is the eastern and western horizon,56 and "East" and "West" are written on it. The almucantars adjacent to the eastern horizon towards the meridian line are the eastern almucantars, and the The rete is the upper hollowed plate, in which there are sharpened pointers. The circle of the zone of the zodiacal signs is the complete circle on the rete. On it are the names of the zodiacal signs and their degrees and divisions 56 MSS G and S add: "and the directions of east and west." 57 The line of the cardine of the earth is taken as one of the lines of seasonal hours.
according to the construction of the astrolabe: per six degrees or three degrees or two degrees or one degree, as we mentioned in [the section on] the almucantars.
The sharpened pointers in the rete are the fixed stars. On each of them is the name of a star.
The indicator of the degrees is the index on the head of Capricorn, by which the degrees of the rim are counted.
As for other [parts] such as the pin, the small ring, the horse, the handle, the ring for the cord, the small branch protruding from the rete's front58 for rotating the rete, the function of all of them is obvious and the reason why they are needed is clear, not requiring explanation.) The addition to it in the upper side is called the throne.
The part of the ring from which the astrolabe hangs is called the handle. The meridian line is the line taken from the side of the throne to the other side.
The line of the equator is the line cutting the meridian line perpendicularly. The rete is the incised plate. The belt of the zodiacal signs is the circle on the rete divided into the zodiacal signs.
The indicator is added to the head of Capricorn. The circuit of the head of Capricorn is the circle on which the head of Capricorn rotates, being the largest circuit in the northern astrolabe's plate.
The circuit of the head of Cancer is the circle on which the head of Cancer rotates.
The equator circle is the circle on which the heads of Aries and Libra rotate. The horizon circle is the circle passing through the two intersection points between the equator [circle] and the line of the equator.
The almucantars are the circles above the earth. The column cutting the rete at the two points Aries and Libra is called the column of Aries and Libra.
The lines of hours are the lines between the equator and the circuits of the tropics below the horizon.
